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ABSTRACT: An effective method for the preparation of stable dispersions of graphene is the direct 

exfoliation of graphene from graphite flakes in the aqueous solution of surfactants. Physical 

adsorption of surfactants on graphene surfaces is an important step in dispersing and stabilizing 

exfoliated graphene sheets in the aqueous medium. Dispersion of graphene with a mixture  

of surfactants is an effective way to obtain stable graphene sheets. The effect of synergism on a mixture  

of surfactants can reduce the total concentration of surfactants required for a particular application. 

The present study employed molecular dynamics simulation to investigate the adsorption of mixed 

cationic-rich and anionic-rich surfactants onto armchair graphene. We investigated the effects  

of temperature, electrolyte, and alcohol in the aqueous solution of surfactants on the adsorption 

process to understand the adsorption and self-assembly mechanism of surfactant mixtures on the graphene 

surface and also to better optimize the graphene dispersion process. The simulation results suggested 

the improved stability of these systems by adding an electrolyte to the aqueous solution of the surfactants. 

The screening effect of electrolyte ions on the electrostatic repulsion between groups of charged heads 

of surfactants has led to a denser accumulation of surfactants on graphene and more favorable 

interactions between them. Increasing temperature, however, reduced the system's stability by desorbing 

the mixed surfactants from the graphene surface. Comparing the surfactant molecules and graphene 

in terms of energy levels of Lennard-Jones interactions with and without alcohol also showed 

increased interactions in the absence of alcohol, which helps improve the system stability. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Given the unique physiochemical properties of graphene 

and its extensive applications in nanotechnology, mass 

production of high-quality graphene has been high on the 

agenda in developing techniques [1-6]. The advantages of 

liquid-phase exfoliation using surfactants as the main 
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graphene production technique include large-scale 

production of graphene using cost-effective graphite pieces 

and high-quality exfoliators as well as chemical 

functionalization of graphene [7-11]. As a limitation of this 

method, van der Waals (vdW) attraction between exfoliated 
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graphene sheets in an aqueous solution decreases the 

concentration of single-layer graphene.  Given the limited 

technological applications of graphene caused by the 

dispersion of graphene sheets into the solvent and its 

hydrophobic nature, surfactants are used to improve 

graphene dispersion [12]. Given that hydrophobic 

interactions between the surfactant tail and the graphene 

surface contribute to the adsorption of surfactants onto 

graphene, hydrophilic heads of surfactants are hydrated in an 

aqueous medium to obtain a stable graphene suspension [13-16]. 

Investigating the nature of cetyltrimethylammonium 

bromide (CTAB) interactions with graphene using 1H 

Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance techniques showed that CTAB chains have weak 

interactions with graphene nano-sheets [17]. These 

surfactant chains in quasi-bound states with graphene nano-

sheets are rapidly exchanged with free surfactants in bulk. 

The effects of various factors such as sonication time, 

centrifugation speed, the molecular structure of 

surfactants, surfactant concentration used, and the initial 

concentration of graphite on the concentration of graphene 

dispersed in solution were investigated [10, 12, 18-24]. 

Studies have shown that increasing the sonication time and 

force does not increase the concentration of dispersed 

graphene but damages them. The centrifuge speed should 

also be optimized to obtain the best quality dispersed 

graphene [10, 12, 19-20]. Examination of the effect of 

surfactants structure showed that the presence of benzene 

ring, C=C bond and longer alkyl chain in the structure of 

surfactants increases the ability of surfactants in graphene 

dispersion [21, 22, 25]. Moreover, the dispersion efficiency 

of gemini surfactants with double-chain alkyl structures  

was higher than that of single-chain surfactants [25].  

Díez-Pascual et al. found out that the electrical resistivity, 

morphology, thermal stability, and microstructure of liquid 

exfoliated graphene can also be affected by surfactant's 

nature (non-ionic, cationic, and anionic) and chain length 

[26]. Their microscopic (Scanning electron microscopy 

and Atomic force microscopy) images showed a relation 

between the thickness of the graphene in the dispersions 

and the surfactant nature and chain length so that as the 

surfactant chain length increased, the flake thickness 

enlarged. In this regard, dispersions in non-ionic 

surfactants (e.g., non-ionic polyoxyethylene-23-lauryl 

ether (Brij L23)) differ from cationic or anionic ones (e.g., 

Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) or CTAB) in that, the former 

exhibited the highest level of exfoliation, whereas the latter 

revealed fully-covered thicker sheets. The high and low 

Critical Micelle Concentrations (CMCs) of surfactant 

solutions have mostly been used for dispersion, and the 

surfactant’s concentration used has been optimized  

in certain cases and the optimal values obtained were 

found to be very close to the CMC of the surfactant [27]. 

Recent studies have shown that a low surfactant 

concentration approaching the surface aggregation 

concentration (instead of a high CMC) produces a high 

graphene concentration, but this accomplishment requires 

the use of surface tension-reducing agents (such as 

alcohols) [28]. Given the concerns about the cost and 

environmental impact of surfactants, it is important to find 

a way to obtain more dispersed graphene using smaller 

amounts of surfactant. 

Pure surfactants differ from their mixture in behavior; for 

instance, synergistic interactions (attractions) between head 

groups lower CMCs in catanionic mixtures compared to in 

pure surfactants as their constituents [29-30]. The synergistic 

behavior of mixed surfactants can decrease their overall 

concentration. Using catanionic mixtures comprising SDS 

and CTAB showed the effectiveness of cationic-rich  

and anionic-rich mixtures in dispersing graphene [31].  

The synergistic effect in the catanionic mixtures decreased 

the required concentrations of the surfactants used to disperse 

graphene compared to that of pure surfactants. Using mixed 

surfactants to disperse graphene can also help decrease 

environmental effects and costs.  

The effect of electrolytes on the adsorption of surfactants 

on solid surfaces was investigated and revealed that the 

addition of electrolytes to aqueous solution increases the 

adsorption of ionic surfactants on silica surfaces [32, 33]. 

Electrolyte has a screening effect on the electrostatic 

repulsion between surfactant head groups. Therefore, head 

groups approach one another and surfactants are further 

packed onto surfaces. According to finding Silvera-Batista 

et al., the presence of electrolytes improves the structure of 

surfactants on the surface of SWNTs, leading to the 

preservation of Single-Walled Carbon NanoTubes (SWNTs) 

suspended by SDS on agarose gels [33]. Electrolytes  

can also affect the interfacial structures of surfactants on 

graphite surfaces, and increasing electrolyte concentration 

reduces the distance between the assemblies of surfactants 

adsorbed onto graphite surfaces [34]. The effect of alcohol 

as a surface tension-reducing agent on graphite exfoliation 
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with SDS surfactant was investigated by Yeon et al [28]. 

They showed that more graphene dispersion could be 

obtained with lower levels of surfactant provided that the 

surface tension of the solution was maintained by alcohols 

at about 41.0 mN/ml. Dispersion of Multi-Walled Carbon 

Nanotubes (MWCNTs) in ethanol solvent was also 

investigated using SDS, Triton X-100, Span-60, Pluronic 

F-127, and CTAB surfactants [35]. UV-Vis spectroscopy, 

zeta-potential, and transmission electron microscopy results 

showed that SDS and Span-60 have a higher dispersing 

ability thanks to their functional and geometric groups. The 

hydrogen bonds between hydroxyl (OH) functional groups 

and MWCNTs carboxylic acids (-COOH) functional groups 

cause the wetting of the CNTs hydrophobic surface and thus 

the unbundling and dispersion of the CNTs. Lund et al. used 

Sodium Cholate (SC) surfactant to exfoliate high-shear 

graphite with temperature control and synthesized high 

concentrations of 3 mg/mL high-quality graphene only after 

2 h of exfoliation shear [36]. They emphasized that this high 

concentration is due to the selection of suitable mixing 

parameters such as low exfoliation temperature (10 °C) and 

proper surfactant concentration. They observed that after  

15 minutes of mixing, the concentration of dispersed graphene 

at 10 °C was twice that of dispersed graphene at 50 °C. 

Therefore, lowering the temperature during exfoliation 

increases the concentration of dispersed graphene. It was 

shown that higher graphene concentrations at 10 °C were 

correlated with better adsorption of SC molecules on dispersed 

graphene surfaces at this temperature. In addition, graphene-SC 

dispersions can be more stable at low temperatures due to  

the reduced mobility of graphene plates and free surfactants. 

Recently, Khosravian and Javadian used the bio-surfactant 

Docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) for liquid phase exfoliation 

graphite and investigated the self-assembly morphology of this 

surfactant and the effect of pH and the number of layers using 

MD and Symmetry Adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT) [37]. 

They observed that reducing the medium's pH increases 

electrostatic attraction interactions between surfactants, 

which leads to the instability of colloidal dispersions and 

demonstrates the important role of pH in the dispersion 

process. Investigating the effect of number of layers showed 

that the initial force for the liquid phase exfoliation is created 

by sonication, and exfoliation cannot start without  

an ultrasonic aid. The repulsive force between surfactant 

head-groups then keeps the graphene layers separate from 

each other. 

Computer simulation is a powerful data collecting tool  

at microscopic level on the systems being examined [38-49]. 

This method facilitates the study of cases that are 

experimentally time-consuming, costly or impossible.  

In addition, simulation results reduce the number of 

experimental trails and errors. MD is used to investigate 

the molecular structure and concentration of surfactants 

and their adsorbed amount and structure on nanoparticles 

and interactions between their molecules and 

nanoparticles [13-16, 25, 31, 38, 50-51]. Microscopic 

simulations provide valuable information about the self-

assemblies of ionic and non-ionic surfactants on the 

graphene surface and the self-assembly structure of 

surfactants in different situations. Effects of surfactant 

concentration on the self-assembly morphology, 

surfactant structure, graphene nano-sheets size and 

shape, the number of graphene layers and the interactions 

between two surfactant-coated graphene nano-sheets 

have been investigated as the most important parameters 

of simulations. The potential mean force simulations 

were used to characterize the stability of graphene and 

investigate the interactions between liquid-phase 

graphenes, including elegant interplays between different 

interfacial forces such as electrostatic and vdW forces 

arising from surfactants confined between graphene 

sheets, repulsive steric forces and the forces caused  

by couterions in ionic surfactant solutions [8, 14, 31]. 

The present study conducted all-atom MD simulations to 

investigate the adsorption of mixed surfactants onto 

graphene nano-sheets under different conditions. The 

effects of temperature, electrolyte and alcohol on the 

adsorption and morphology of the assemblies formed  

on graphene sheets were also investigated. The findings  

can help optimally use a mixture of surfactants in dispersing 

graphene. The synergistic effect of the mixture of 

surfactants can reduce the total concentration of surfactants 

required in a particular application. Using electrolytes and 

alcohol in combination with mixture of surfactants can also 

significantly reduce the concentration of surfactants 

required for graphene dispersion. Therefore, these factors 

together can reduce both costs and environmental effects of 

surfactants. MD simulation can be helpful for 

experimentalists who wish to understand a theory’s abilities, 

and how a theory can cooperate in providing the insight 

needed for dispersion process comprehension and the design 

and optimization of dispersion methods. 
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Fig. 1: The chemical structure of surfactants used in the 

present study. 

 

SIMULATION METHOD 

GROMACS 2018 is used to simulate the adsorption 

of surfactant mixtures onto graphene under different 

conditions [52]. A 5×5 nm2 single-layer graphene was 

fixed in the center of a box during the simulation by 

applying a force of 1000 kJ/mol.nm2. The non-bonded 

Lennard-Jones (L-J) parameters used for the 

naphthalenation of carbon atoms in the OPLS-AA force 

field were employed to model all the graphene carbon 

atoms as uncharged L-J spheres [53]. The SDS and 

CTAB molecules were modeled using the OPLS-AA 

force field and the water molecules using the standard 

SPC/E model [54]. SDS surfactant is an anionic 

surfactant with a negatively charged head group in its 

structure. SDS surfactant contains an anionic sulfate 

functional group. CTAB surfactant is a cationic 

surfactant with a positively charged head group in its 

structure. CTAB surfactant contains the cationic 

trimethylammonium functional group. Fig. 1 shows the 

chemical structure of the study surfactants. Long-range 

electrostatic interactions were calculated using the 

particle mesh Ewald (PME) method [55]. A 1.2-nm 

cut-off distance was considered for vdW interactions. 

Verlet integration with a time step of 2 fs and a Nose-

Hoover thermostat were used to conduct the simulations 

in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble at 300 and 600 K 

[56-57]. The Parrinello-Rahman barostat was used to 

maintain the pressure at 1 bar [58]. Periodic boundary 

conditions were considered in all the three directions, and 

trajectories, velocities and forces on the constituent 

atoms of the system were stored every 10 ps. 

According to Fig. 2, the molecules of the surfactants 

were initially oriented perpendicular to the graphene 

surface in PACKMOL to decrease the simulation time 

[59]. This structure is commonly used to simulate SDS 

assemblies on SWNTs and graphite [60-61]. The final 

self-assembly structure obtained from this vertical 

configuration was the same as that obtained from random 

initial configurations [14, 15, 25, 31, 60-61]. The simulation 

box was then filled with water molecules. The simulations 

were performed at 300 and 600 K to investigate the effect 

of temperature on the adsorption and morphology of the 

assemblies formed on the graphene surface. The effect of 

electrolyte on the adsorption of the surfactant mixture 

onto graphene was evaluated using 4M NaCl electrolyte 

for each of the study systems. Ethanol in the aqueous 

solution was also evaluated in terms of its effects on the 

mixed surfactants. The simulated systems were detailed 

in Table 1 by presenting temperature, the total simulation 

time and the total numbers of SDS, CTAB, water, NaCl 

and ethanol molecules. It should be noted that the surface 

coverage used in this study and the simulation time is 

comparable to the surface coverage and the simulation 

time in other simulation studies on graphene dispersion 

using surfactants [14, 15, 25, 31, 60-61]. 

The steepest descent method was used to minimize 

energy levels before beginning the MD simulations.  

The systems reached equilibrium within 11 ns and the data 

were analyzed within the final 8 ns of the simulation.  

Visual MD (VMD) was employed to obtain the structural 

images [62]. VMD is a computer program for molecular 

modeling, visualization, and analysis of biological systems 

like proteins, nucleic acids, and lipid bilayer assemblies. 

VMD is also used to view more general molecules, as VMD 

can read standard protein data bank (PDB) files and display 

the structured content of the file. VMD has a variety of 

methods for rendering and staining a molecule: simple dots 

and lines, CPK spheres and cylinders, licorice joints, 

backbone tubes and ribbons, cartoon drawings, etc. VMD 

also provides animation and trajectory path analysis of a 

MD simulation. In this study, we used VMD to visualize the 

structures because of the PDB files used in this study. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Equilibrium State 

The Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) curves  

in Fig. 3 used to determine the equilibrium states of  

the system before data collection gradually increased  

in the first 3 ns and reached a plateau or equilibrium within 

the final 8 ns. These curves confirmed the adequacy  

of the simulation time used to determine the equilibrium of 

all the systems. The system properties were specified after 

reaching equilibrium.  
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Fig. 2: Representative simulation snapshots of initial perpendicular configurations molecules of surfactants on graphene surface 

before equilibrium. Water molecules are not shown for clarity. Color code: blue, nitrogen; white, hydrogen; green, carbon atoms in 

CTA+ and DS- ions; red, oxygen; yellow, sulfur; and silver, graphene carbon. 
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Table 1: Details of the simulated systems. 

System Number of SDS Number of CTAB  Number of water Number of NaCl Number of ethanol temperature Simulation time (ns) 

1 2 18 12548 (12548) - - 300 (600) 11 

2 18 2 12621 (12621) - - 300 (600) 11 

3 4 44 11963 (11963) - - 300 (600) 11 

4 44 4 12157 (12157) - - 300 (600) 11 

5 10 94 11066 (11066) - - 300 (600) 11 

6 94 10 11383 (11383) - - 300 (600) 11 

7 2 18 10596 976 - 300 11 

8 18 2 10669 976 - 300 11 

9 4 44 10011 976 - 300 11 

10 44 4 10205 976 - 300 11 

11 10 94 9114 976 - 300 11 

12 94 10 9431 976 - 300 11 

13 2 18 11616 - 250 300 11 

14 18 2 11688 - 250 300 11 

15 4 44 11040 - 250 300 11 

16 44 4 11227 - 250 300 11 

17 10 94 10160 - 250 300 11 

18 94 10 10469 - 250 300 11 

 

             
Fig. 3:  RMSD curves for the simulated systems (a) in temperature 300 K (b) in temperature 600 K (c) with 4M NaCl electrolyte and 

(d) with ethanol as a function of simulation time. As shown, the curves are flatted after about 3 ns, suggesting that the systems have 

reached equilibrium. Thus, data analysis was carried out in the last 8 ns of the simulation. 
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Effects of temperature  

The simulations were performed at 300 and 600 K  

to evaluate the effect of temperature on the adsorption of 

the mixed surfactants onto graphene nano-sheets. Fig. 4 

shows the snapshots of the adsorption onto single-layer 

graphene sheets at these temperatures, suggesting higher 

adsorption levels and more regular molecular orientation 

on the graphene surface at the lower temperature. There 

space on the graphene surface was adequate at a low and 

medium surface coverage and molecules were adsorbed in 

parallel forming a single-layer structure. This orientation 

exposed the hydrophobic tails of the surfactants to the 

aqueous solution and their hydrophilic heads to the 

hydrophobic graphene surface, which reinforced 

hydrophobic interactions between the tails of the 

surfactants and graphene and stabilized the graphene-

surfactant structure. This orientation of SDS/CTAB 

molecules on graphene is similar to the orientation of SC 

surfactant molecules on graphene [14]. At a high surface 

coverage, the inadequate space on the graphene surface 

increased repulsive forces between the molecules. Most 

of the surfactant molecules on the graphene surface are 

bent and their hydrophilic heads tend toward the aqueous 

phase to reduce these forces. Increased hydrophobic 

interactions between the tails of the surfactants and the 

graphene surface also helped stabilize the graphene-

surfactant structure. Moreover, hemi-spherical structures 

formed as a result of significant changes in the orientation 

of the surfactant molecules on the graphene surface. 

Single-layer and hemi-spherical structures on graphene 

have already been observed in graphene dispersion simulations 

using SC, SDS, and CTAB surfactants [14, 15, 63]. 

Comparison of simulation snapshots at 300 and 600 K 

shows that the adsorption of surfactants on graphene at 

low temperatures is complete, while the adsorption is not 

complete at high temperatures and some surfactant 

molecules are dispersed in the simulation box. This 

observation is in line with the results of Lund et al., who 

showed that better absorption of SC molecules on dispersed 

graphene surfaces occurs at lower temperatures [36]. 

The total energy is the sum of kinetic energy and 

potential energy calculated in each step of the simulation. 

The momentary kinetic energy depends on the velocity of 

particles, and the velocity of all the particles in each 

simulation step is determined by numerical integration of 

Newton’s equations of motion [64]. Then, by calculating 

the mean of momentary kinetic energy, its value is obtained 

for the system. The potential energy is also calculated  

by calculating the mean of its momentary values in 

different simulation steps. This quantity, which yields the 

forces, is calculated during the simulation in each step. 

Therefore, the potential energy indicates the interactions 

between the particles in the simulation system. Since the 

total energy during the simulation is continuously 

converted from kinetic energy to potential energy and vice 

versa, more negative values of the total energy indicate 

more favorable interactions between the particles in the 

simulation system. Surfactant and sheet graphene 

molecules are components in our simulated systems where 

surfactant molecules interact with graphene sheets 

together. Table 2 presents the total energy levels of the 

simulated systems at 300 and 600 K. As Table 2 shows, 

the total energy for the systems at 300 K is more negative 

than the total energy for the systems at 600 K, denoting 

that the interactions between these particles are more 

desirable in 300 K systems.  

A set of mathematical equations are used to express 

intermolecular forces in computer simulations. The L-J 

potential is an intermolecular potential model that most 

simulations use to describe simple intermolecular 

interactions. The L-J potential describes the potential 

energy of the interaction between two atoms or non-

bonded molecules based on their separation distance .  

The L-J potential models the repulsion and attraction 

interactions between atoms or non-ionic molecules.  

Two interacting particles repel each other at close 

distances, attract each other at medium distances, and have 

no interaction at infinite distances. The L-J potential  

is represented by the following equation: 

VLJ(r) = 4ε [(
δ

r
)

12

− (
δ

r
)

6

 ]                                              (1) 

where VLJ is the intermolecular potential between two 

particles, r is the distance between the two interacting 

particles, ε is the depth of the potential well (a measure of 

how much the two particles attract each other), and δ is the 

distance at which the particle-particle potential energy 

(VLJ) is zero. The first part of Equation (δ/r)12 describes 

repulsive forces between particles, while the second part 

(δ/r)6 describes attraction [65]. Table 3 shows the energy 

levels of L-J interactions between the mixed surfactant 

molecules and graphene at these temperatures. The lower 
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Fig. 4: Representative final equilibrium simulation snapshots of adsorption of mixed surfactants onto single-layer graphene sheets 

in temperatures 300 and 600 K. Water molecules are not shown for clarity. The color code is the same as in Fig. 2. 

 

             
Fig. 5:  Simulated radial distribution functions (RDFs) of surfactants as a function of the distance from the z-axis of the graphene 

in temperatures (a) 300 K and (b) 600 K. 

 

the temperature, the lower the energy levels, the higher the 

interaction stability and the higher the amount of surfactant 

adsorbed onto graphene. Table 4 shows the higher kinetic 

energy of the simulated systems at 600 compared to 300 K. 

This temperature-dependent increase in the kinetic energy 

of the surfactant molecules moved them away from the 

graphene surface and decreased their adsorption. 

Comparison of the L-J and kinetic energy values of the 

simulated systems at 300 and 600 K showed the greater 

stability of graphene-surfactant dispersions and the lower 

mobility of surfactants at lower temperatures. It has 

already been shown that graphene-SC dispersions at low 

temperatures can be more stable than graphene-SC 

dispersions at high temperatures due to the reduced 

mobility of graphene and surfactants [36]. 

The Radial Distribution Function (RDF) or correlation 

pair function denoted as g(r) shows the distribution of atoms 

(molecules) around a particular atom (molecule) and the 

local structure of the system. As a function of the system 

temperature and density, g(r) can help determine the 

probability of identifying a particle within radius r of  

a reference particle. This function can be derived from 

the simulations by locating single atoms as a function of 

time based on MD paths. The RDF can be used to obtain the 

adsorption rate and the distribution of surfactants adsorbed 

on graphene and locate surfactant molecules around 

graphene nano-sheets. Fig. 5 shows the RDF of the 

surfactants with respect to the graphene axis at 300 and 600 K. 

Comparing Fig. 5a with 5b shows the higher adsorption rate 

of the surfactants on graphene at 300 K. The strongest peak 

observed at about 0.4 nm showed physisorption and  

the closest surfactant molecules to the graphene surface.  
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Table 2. The mean values of total energy (kJ/mol) for all simulated systems. 

System 300 K 600 K NaCl Ethanol 

1SDS-9CTAB  -478020.58 -164699.62 -1135851.38 -437317.98 

2SDS-22CTAB  -454375.95 -139242.08 -1113112.50 -413967.43 

5SDS-47CTAB  -417475.47 -91801.32 -1076786.95 -377728.82 

9SDS-1CTAB  -490772.30 -178997.90 -1148876.01 -450144.72 

22SDS-2CTAB  -486293.52 -174174.76 -1144418.24 -445658.56 

47SDS-5CTAB  -587575.62 -164909.12 -1144418.24 -441402.52 

 

Table 3. The mean values of L-J interaction energy (kJ/mol) of the mixed surfactant molecules with graphene for all simulated systems. 

System 300 K 600 K NaCl Ethanol 

1SDS-9CTAB  -2237.15 -1558.28 -2298.49 -1969.14 

2SDS-22CTAB  -4393.12 -2637.08 -4511.35 -4217.29 

5SDS-47CTAB  -5063.21 -3006.61 -5188.37 -4958.97 

9SDS-1CTAB  -1923.41 -1082.91 -1948.16 -1773.82 

22SDS-2CTAB  -3792.81 -2055.85 -3953.98 -3623.01 

47SDS-5CTAB  -4545.16 -2506.37 -3953.98 -4341.52 

 

Table 4. The mean values of kinetic energy (kJ/mol) for 

simulated systems at 300 K and 600 K. 

System 300 K 600 K 

1SDS-9CTAB  102238.24 204462.90 

2SDS-22CTAB  104302.45 208588.92 

5SDS-47CTAB  110344.24 220679.93 

9SDS-1CTAB  101601.13 203105.41 

22SDS-2CTAB  102749.74 205522.23 

47SDS-5CTAB  106436.81 212835.32 

 

The altitude of this peak suggested the higher likelihood 

of finding the surfactant molecules at this distance than at 

other distances. The lower-altitude peaks suggested the 

lower probability of finding the molecules at the relevant 

distance. The negligible probability of finding surfactant 

molecules at very long distances is shows by g(r) 

approaching 0 (except systems with a temperature of 600 K).  

 

The effect of electrolyte  

The effect of electrolyte was assessed using 4M NaCl 

for each system. Fig. 6 shows the simulation snapshots of 

the mixed surfactants adsorbed onto single-layer graphene 

sheets in the presence of electrolyte. Comparing these 

snapshots with those in the absence of electrolyte showed 

that the surfactant molecules were positioned in parallel 

and formed a single-layer structure on graphene at a low 

and medium surface coverage. At a high surface coverage, 

the volume of the hemi-spherical micelles formed on 

graphene slightly increased in the presence of the 

electrolyte. By adding the electrolyte to the SDS/CTAB 

aqueous solution, the electrolyte ions have a screening 

effect on the electrostatic repulsion between the charged head 

groups of surfactants, such that the head groups approach 

each other and are drawn into the aqueous phase. This 

behavior of surfactants has led to volumetric expansion  

in the structure of hemi-spherical micelles. This observation 

is consistent with the observations of Duque et al., who 

found that the electrolyte has a screening effect on the 

electrostatic repulsion between SDS head groups, which 

increases SDS adsorption on SWNTs, leading to volumetric 

expansion of SDS/SWNT composite structure [33]. 

Table 2 presents the total energy of the systems 

simulated in the presence and absence of electrolyte. As 

Table 2 shows, the total energy values for the systems in the 

presence of 4M NaCl electrolyte are less than the total 

energy values for the electrolyte-free systems, indicating 

better adsorption and better interactions between the 

particles in the electrolyte-containing systems. Table 3 

presents the energy levels of L-J interactions in the mixed 

surfactant molecules on the graphene surface with and 

without the 4M NaCl solution, suggesting lower energy 

levels in the presence of the electrolyte, which is consistent 

with the simulation snapshots that showed the greater 

tendency of the surfactants to adsorb onto graphene in the 

presence of the electrolyte. Wu and Yang also showed that 

the addition of CaCL2 electrolyte to aqueous SDS/graphene  
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Fig. 6:  Representative final equilibrium simulation snapshots of adsorption of mixed surfactants onto single-layer graphene sheets 

in presence of NaCl electrolyte. Water molecules and NaCl are not shown for clarity. The color code is the same as in Fig. 2. 

 

             
Fig. 7: Simulated radial distribution functions (RDFs) of surfactants as a function of the distance from the z-axis of the graphene in 

both with and without 4M NaCl. 

 

solution strengthens the repulsive barrier of the potential 

mean force, which prevents the re-aggregation of graphene 

sheets together [63]. Table 3 shows the lower energy of 

interactions between the surfactant molecules and 

graphene at low coverage levels, which can be explained 

by the low concentration of the surfactant. 

Fig. 7 shows the RDF of the surfactants with respect to 

the graphene axis with and without the electrolyte, which 

shows similarity between Fig. 7a with 7b. The strongest 

peak observed at around 0.4 nm in Fig. 7a and 7b showed 

the higher probability of finding the surfactant molecules 

at this distance compare to other distances. The subsequent  
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Fig. 8: Representative final equilibrium simulation snapshots of adsorption of mixed surfactants onto single-layer graphene sheets 

in presence of ethanol. Water molecules and ethanol are not shown for clarity. The color code is the same as in Fig. 2. 

 

peaks at lower altitudes suggested the lower probability of 

being found at the relevant distances. Comparing Fig. 7a 

with 7b showed the higher peak altitude in the presence of 

4M NaCl electrolyte, which demonstrated the higher 

adsorption rate in the presence of the electrolyte. The 

subsequent peaks at lower altitudes showed the lower 

probability of the molecules begin found at these distances. 

The negligible probability of finding surfactant molecules 

at very long distances is shows by g(r) approaching 0.  

 

The effect of alcohol  

Ethanol was used in the simulated systems to 

investigate the effect of alcohol on the adsorption of the 

mixed surfactants onto graphene. Fig. 8 shows the 

simulation snapshots of the adsorption of the mixed 

surfactants on single-layer graphene sheets in the 

aqueous solution containing ethanol and the surfactant. 

According to the simulation snapshots, at low and 

medium surface coverage levels, the surfactant molecules 

were positioned in parallel and formed a single-layer 

structure on graphene and hemi-spherical micelles 

formed on graphene at high coverage levels. 

Table 2 presents the total energy of the simulated systems 

with and without ethanol, suggesting the lower energy  

of the majority of the simulated systems and higher stability 

of the systems without ethanol. In the presence of ethanol, 

the lower total energy of the anionic-rich systems than that 

of the cationic-rich systems can be explained by structural 

differences between CTAB and SDS molecules. 

Trimethylammonium in the head group of CTAB molecules 

applies repulsive force with ethanol molecules. Similarly, 

sulfate in the head group of SDS molecules develops 

hydrogen bonding with ethanol molecules. Similarly,  

the formation of hydrogen bonds between ethanol functional 

groups and MWCNTs functional groups causes dispersion 

of CNTs and stabilization of dispersed CNTs [35].  
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Fig. 9: Simulated radial distribution functions (RDFs) of surfactants as a function of the distance from the z-axis of the graphene 

(a) with ethanol and (b) without ethanol. 

 

Furthermore, four extra methylene groups in the 

hydrocarbon tails of CTAB compared to SDS cause greater 

repulsion between CTAB and ethanol molecules. The 

anionic-rich systems containing ethanol were thus more 

stable than the cationic-rich systems. Table 3 presents the 

energy levels of L-J interactions between the mixed 

surfactant molecules on the graphene surface with and 

without ethanol, suggesting the lower energy and more 

interactions between the surfactants and graphene without 

ethanol. The higher energy of interactions between the mixed 

surfactant molecules on graphene at high coverage levels 

can be explained by the high concentration of the surfactants. 

Fig. 9 shows the RDF of the surfactants in relation  

to the graphene axis with and without ethanol. Striking 

similarities were observed between Fig. 9a and 9b.  

The strongest peak with the same altitude observed at 

about 0.4 nm in both figures suggested the higher 

probability of finding the surfactant molecules at this 

distance than at other distances. The subsequent peaks with 

smaller altitudes showed the lower probability of finding 

the molecules at the relevant distances. The negligible 

probability of finding surfactant molecules at very long 

distances is shows by g(r) approaching 0.  

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The adsorption of mixed catationic surfactants on 

graphene nano-sheets was investigated using MD 

simulations under different solution conditions 

(temperature, alcohol and electrolyte). Moreover, 

interactions between the surfactants and graphene and 

morphology of the assemblies formed on graphene were 

also investigated.  The total energy and L-J energy of the 

simulated systems and RDF around the graphene axis  

were calculated. The simulation results showed that 

surfactant is better adsorbed on graphene and the systems 

are more stable at lower temperatures. It has been observed 

that anionic-rich systems containing ethanol are more 

stable than cationic-rich systems, possibly due to the 

formation of a hydrogen bond between ethanol and SDS 

molecules. According to the RDF and calculation results 

of the total energy and L-J energy, adding the electrolyte  

to the aqueous solution of the surfactants improved their 

adsorption onto graphene. By adding the electrolyte to the 

mixed surfactants aqueous solution, the electrolyte ions 

have a screening effect on the electrostatic repulsion 

between the charged head groups of surfactants, such that 

the head groups approach each other and are drawn into 

the aqueous phase. This behavior of surfactants has led to 

volumetric expansion in the structure of hemi-spherical micelles. 
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